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Inverse Statistical Variates 

HALDANE 1 has recently explained a method of 
using a hremacytometer in which counting is stopped 
when a fixed number of cells has been recorded. 
This sampling technique, with suitable modifications, 
can be applied to other populations and the theory 
reveals some interesting relationships. 

In ordinary binomial sampling, if the variate (r) is 
the number of occurrences of a certain event when 
it is given a fixed number (N) of opportunities of 
occurring, in each of which the probability of occur
rence is 1t, then the seminvariant-generating function 
of r is 

N 
LN(t) ::::: ln:Ee-rt( NC,)1tr(l-1t)N-r 

r=O 

= N In (l-n+7te-t) = NL1(t). 

If, however, the number of occurrences is fixed (R), 
the probability that n opportunities will be required 
is equal to the probability that the event will occur 
R - l times in the first n - l, compounded with 
the probability of an occurrence at the nth oppor
tWlity. Hence it is 

(n- l)! R n- R 
(R - l) ! (n - R) ! 1t (l - 1t) ' 

(the coefficients being those of the expansion of a bi
nomial and the seminvariant-generating 

function of n can be "shown to be - R In ( 1-
1 

et). 

This seminvariant-generating function is simply 
RL1- 1(t), where L 1{L1-

1{t) ) = t--a rather striking 
result. Moreover, the coefficients of variation of r 
and n are equal when R = N1t. In this case, the value 
of R in the distribution of n is the mean value of r, 
while the value of N in the distribution of r is the 
mean value of n. In view of these relationships 
between the two distributions, I suggest that the 
sampling with a fixed number of occurrences should 
be termed inverse binomial sampling. 

The Poisson limit is obtained on writing 1t = ktJ., 
x = nk, X = Nk, and then making k vanish while 
x, X and [L remain finite. The seminvariant-generating 
fWlctions of r and x become X[L(e-t- 1) and 
- R In ( 1 + tj(J.), which are of the form Xj(t), Rj-1(t), 
where j{j-1{t) ) = t; and the coefficients of variation 
are equal when R = X[L. The first of these semin
variant-generating functions is that of the usual 
Poisson limit, while the second corresponds to a 
distribution of Pearson's Class III, in which the 
variate can take any non-negative value, and such a 
distribution could therefore be termed the inverse of 
the Poisson distribution. That inverse Poisson 
sampling with R = 1 gives a Class III distribution 
of this type has already been shown by Marsden and 
Barratt'. 

A similar relation appears in the theory of the 
effect of Brownian motion on the times taken by 
colloid particles to travel a fixed distance under 
electrophoresis or convection. The general theory, 
developed by using the properties of seminvariant
generating functions, will pe published elsewhere, but 
a result relevant here is that if a number of particles 
are released in a plane at time 11 = 0 and the distribu
tion of their distances from this plane is Gaussian 
with variance after a time 1], being a constant
so that, if their mean moves with constant 
velocity the seminvariant-generating function 
of their displacements (x) from the original plane 
is "1) ( -w.t + which is equal to 1JF(t), say-

then the seminvariant-generating function of the 
times (y) taken by the individual particles to reach 
a parallel plane at a distance is 

= 

The corresponding distribution function has been 
given by Schrodinger3 and Smoluchowski•, who de
rived it by a different method. The coefficients of 
variation of x and y are equal when I; = 1JW.. 

In general, if a variate x has the seminvariant
generating function rx.L(t), and another variate y the 
seminvariant-generating function then their 
means are respectively a.x1 and and their vari
ances a.x, and where x1 and x1 are the first 
and second seminvariants of the seminvariant
generating function L(t). The coefficients of varia
tion are equal if = a.x10 so that the mean value 
of x is while that of y is a.. Thus, when the semin
variant-generating functions of x and y are so related, 
and the accuracy is measured by the coefficient of 
variation, yj'(> is as accurate an estimate of ljx1 as xja. 
is of x 1• Further, if the coefficient of variation is 
small, it is approximately the same for '(>jy, which is 
therefore as good an estimate of x 1 as xja.. I suggest 
that two variates related as x toy should be termed 
inverse variates, and either distribution may be said 
to be the inverse of the other. 

I have been able to prove that the seminvariant
generating functions must be related in this way in 
the case of the Brownian motion problem, even when 
the latter is generalized by the removal of the 
assumption that the particles spread out on either 
side of their mean in a Gaussian manner. On the 
other hand, I have not been able to formulate a 
general sampling rule by which the inverse variate 
can be obtained from a given group of distributions, 
so that the definition of inverse variates remains a 
relation between .their seminvariant-generating func
tions and between their means. 
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MR. TwEEDIE's demonstration of the relation 
between the seminvariant-generating (or cumulant
generating) functions of two sets of related distribu
tions is of great interest. However, the word "inverse" 
is already used in statistical theory, first in the phrase 
"inverse probability", and secondly in connexion 
with the problem of finding a distribution with a 
given characteristic function. If it is used in yet a 
third sense, some confusion may possibly arise, 
although "inversion" is already used in geometry 
and algebra with different meanings, and without 
inconvenience. It may be added that Mr. Tweedie's 
letter does not give an alternative solution of the 
problem raised by my own, since I am concerned 

with the distribution, not of n, but of R -
1

1
, which 

n-
gives an unbiased estimate of the probability 7t. 
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